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2. Brief summary
Mitochondria are the powerhouse of the cell, the site where food is converted to energy. A decline in
mitochondrial function and an increase in oxidative stress has been linked with ageing; however, non-
invasive methods to quantify mitochondrial health have been absent until now. From a single blood
draw we were able to investigate both mitochondrial health and markers of oxidative stress.  We
used live cells isolated from freshly-drawn human blood to quantify mitochondrial function in a
Seahorse Analyzer, a machine that can measure oxygen consumption and determine mitochondrial
function in live cells in real time.  Pilot work had demonstrated that the mitochondrial reserve
capacity of monocytes and lymphocytes decreased in response to hydrogen peroxide treatment, and
that monocytes were much more resistant to treatment. We were able to show that monocytes and
lymphocytes isolated from a healthy elderly cohort (70-80 years old) did not show a decrease in
mitochondrial function compared with a younger group (18-25 years old), and furthermore, showed a
similar response to oxidative stress. We also investigated the redox status of peroxiredoxins,
antioxidant proteins that cycle between reduced and oxidized states in the presence of peroxides.
Prx3 in platelets was found to be more oxidized than Prx2 (in red blood cells), which was interesting
given platelets are particularly resistant to treatment with hydrogen peroxide; however, no change
in redox state of either protein was detected with regard to ageing. Our results suggest
mitochondrial function in blood cells does not decrease with age and that their ability to respond to
oxidative stress remains robust.  
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Mitochondrial function during human ageing 


The mitochondria, powerhouse of the cell and site of conversion of glucose to energy, has a 


central role in metabolism.  The decline of mitochondrial function is considered a hallmark of 


ageing alongside an increase in oxidative stress, provided in part by increased mitochondrial 


production of reactive oxygen species.  


Our study had a two pronged approach to investigating mitochondrial function and oxidative 


stress in ageing.  We wanted to:  


1. Investigate the mitochondrial function of blood cells before and after oxidative stress 


isolated from a young and elderly cohorts. 


2. Measure the redox status of the antioxidant proteins peroxiredoxin 2 in red blood cells and 


peroxiredoxin 3 in platelets. 


1. Mitochondrial function and oxidative stress: At present the only way to determine 


mitochondrial function in human tissue is to analyse mitochondrial proteins from muscle 


biopsies, an invasive and painful procedure. In 2012 The Centre for Free Radical Research 


purchased a Seahorse XF Analyser, a machine that can measure oxygen consumption of 


intact, live cells in media enabling mitochondrial function to be determined. Published reports 


from other laboratories using the Seahorse XF Analyser have demonstrated a decrease in 


mitochondrial function in blood cells from patients with cardiovascular disease, septic shock 


and depression despite these cells not being from the affected organ. We wanted to extend 


this work to ageing research given the potential of measuring mitochondrial function in an 


easily obtained biological sample such as blood cells. Monocytes and lymphocytes, two 


distinct immune cell populations, can be isolated live and biologically active from freshly-


drawn human blood and their mitochondrial function determined using the Seahorse on the 


same day as isolation. 


As well as mitochondrial function we were interested in challenging isolated blood cells with 


hydrogen peroxide to determine their ability to cope with oxidative stress, hypothesized to 


play a central role in ageing. We had previously performed pilot studies and found that the 


mitochondrial reserve capacity of lymphocytes was five times more sensitive to hydrogen 


peroxide than monocytes. In this study we used sub-lethal doses of hydrogen peroxide to pre-


treat the cells so as well as determining reserve capacity under ‘normal’ conditions we could 


see how well the cells coped with an oxidative insult.  


We recruited 18 young people and 16 older people using word of mouth and advertising 


around Christchurch Hospital. All were healthy, non-smokers with no chronic illness. We 


showed that both lymphocytes and monocytes responded to hydrogen peroxide treatment 


with a decrease in their reserve capacity. Overall we found no significant difference between 


the reserve capacity of the monocytes and lymphocytes from our old cohort to that of our 


young cohort. We also found no difference between the “young” and “old” monocytes and 


lymphocytes in their ability to respond to treatment with hydrogen peroxide (Figure 1). Our 


results suggest mitochondrial function in blood cells is more robust than previously thought 


and over 50 years does not appreciably deteriorate. In saying that our older cohort was a 


healthy one, indeed one of our elderly participants biked in to the Nicholls Centre to give us 


blood and another was heading off for a run around Hagley Park afterwards. Only one had a 


high BMI. We wish to extend this work to investigate elderly people in care and in a more 


fragile state. 







 


 


Figure 1 


Manuscript in preparation 


Influence of ageing on mitochondrial function in human monocytes and lymphocytes 


exposed to oxidative stress. Andree Pearson, Masuma Zawari, Stephanie Moran, John 


Pearson and Mark Hampton 


 


2. Redox status of Peroxiredoxin 2 and 3 Peroxiredoxins (Prxs) are extremely sensitive 


proteins that reduce hydrogen peroxide to water and in doing so cycle between an oxidized 


(dimeric) and reduced (monomeric) form.  Presence of oxidized Prx2 (cytosolic, high 


abundance in red blood cells) and Prx3 (mitochondrial) are markers of oxidative stress and 


their oxidized forms have previously been detected in aged chondrocytes (Prx2) and during 


ischaemic injury and cell death (Prx3). We investigated the redox status of both of these 


proteins during ageing from the same blood draw we used to investigate mitochondrial 


function. There was no significant change in Prx2 oxidation status in erythrocytes from our 


older cohort compared with our younger cohort and we are currently finalizing our Prx3 data 


from platelets. We have found, however, that Prx3 is much more oxidized than Prx2 which is 


interesting given we know that with previous work on platelets on the Seahorse that the 


mitochondria of these cells are particularly resistant to hydrogen peroxide treatment. We 


expect to publish these data in combination with work on other markers of oxidative stress 


(glutathione in red blood cells and protein carbonylation in plasma) from the blood of old and 


young cohorts. 


 


Presentations 


Oral presentation at the New Zealand branch of the Australasian Society for Immunology, 


July 2017. Assessment of mitochondrial metabolism in immune cells.  Andree Pearson, 


Masuma Zawari, John Pearson and Mark Hampton 


Oral presentation at MitoQMB Mitochondrial biology, Satellite meeting of QMB, September 


2017. Assessing mitochondrial function and response to oxidative stress in human 


leukocytes. Masuma Zawari, Andree Pearson, Mark Hampton.  
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